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H O W Z AT ?
tenacious kelpie that runs down every
ball struck from the willow. The fire
captain lobs a wicked on drive straight
at the wine-sipping onlookers on the
full, narrowly missing a blue Subaru.
Yells flood the air. Confident exhibitionism abounds from grade cricketers
of yesteryear and good-humoured sarcasm flows freely.
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Ph: 4842 2472
High Quality Meats

Players also demonstrate
competent dexterity
throughout the game as
only one beer is spilled
the entire afternoon.
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Old Fashioned
Friendly Service

20-21
Trick knees and shoulder injuries are
secondary concerns. A stroll is as good
as a run. I had forgotten the conventions of sledging while at the crease.
Frank: “You’re batting like a legend.”
Me: “What, you mean a 90 year old?”
Nelson: “I think it’s against the rules to
sledge yourself.”
All in all, it cannot be denied that
cricket was the winner at the mighty
MCG. A mediocre time had by none.
The hundredth year of dodgy bowling,
over-confident batting, dropping easy
catches and inflaming old injuries went
off without a hitch.
I am sure we will all be looking forward
to Mongarlowe 101.
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William Verdon Jeweller
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137 Wallace Street
Braidwood
Michael & Cheryl Clarke

AS THE DAY WORE ON THE FIELDING WENT TO THE DOGS.

100 years ago ...

We also smoke all our own
Deli Range on the premises
micher8@bigpond.com
CLOSED PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

HELP US RESTORE THIS BRAIDWOOD ICON

DAVEY SHARES A CRICKET JOKE WITH
JASPER.
Logan the apprentice

We repair, design,
manufacture, clean and
polish, valuate and remake jewellery.

HELP & DONATE

• watch batteries
• pearl and bead threading
• engraving
• we can do all manner of
things!

The Braidwood Old Anglican Hall, much loved venue for
receptions, launches, recitals and performances for over
150 years, is showing its age.

Thanks to grants and donations stage one commenced in
2018 at a cost of $126,000.

Stage two will cost as much or more and needs your help.
We will continue to seek funding but we need help from
the community to restore the building to heritage standard.

Drop by and see.

43 Wallace St., Braidwood
4842 2882

Be adorned with
beautiful things
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The National Trust will assist in auspicing donations —
and they are tax deductible.

For more details and how to donate go to:

During 1918-19 the worlds first pandemic, the Spanish
Flu, infected 500 million people, killing 50-100 million
people which was 3-5% of the world’s population at the
time, making it one of the deadliest natural disasters in
human history.
Wikipedia
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http://braidwoodnsw.com/donate or contact:

Gilly Burke on 02 4842 2579 or gilly@braidwood.net.au
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